Dear BQ/QUBES Community,

In honor of Black History Month, Pat Marsteller and friends have put together a collection of resources highlighting contributions from Black scientists, educators, and scholars including Pat’s recent blog post on ASCN. February should not be the only month where we honor the important contributions of Black STEM professionals, but we believe that BHM is the perfect time to capture some momentum and share some resources!

Anyone with a QUBESHub account can add to this resource so please share your favorite Black-centered resources here!

P.S. If you’re coming across this newsletter on the QUBES website or on social media, you can subscribe here to keep in touch!
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Congratualtions to 2022 AAAS Fellows

Congratulations to 2022 AAAS Fellows! Please help us congratulate Shuchismita Dutta (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey), Sharon M. Homer-Drummond (Tri-County Technical College), Jeffrey T. Olimpo (The University of Texas at El Paso), Marion C. Usselman (Georgia Institute of Technology), Margaret A. Waterman (Southeast Missouri State University)

Among others as new AAAS Fellows for the education section. So well deserved! Learn more about the Fellows Process here.

Community Spotlight:

Visit QUBES Hub
Twenty four open educational resources were published to the QUBES Library in January with 2161 resources in total. Browse the new resources here.

- **Featured Resources**
  - Modified Grassy Narrows and Muskrat Falls Dam: Hypothesis Testing and t-Tests
  - Methylmercury contamination within fish populations is an important toxin that affect human, animal, and environmental health, serving as a carcinogen (cancer-causing agent) and endocrine-disruptor (compounds that in some way alter the signaling of the hormone system. This module uses these real-world examples as a jumping-off point for exercises that will guide case-study driven discussion on mathematical, biological and ethical concerns.
  - Pesticide-Driven Bee Mortality: An Introduction to Survival Analysis in R
  - In this lesson, students will receive an introduction to survival analysis in R utilizing data on bee mortality caused by pesticide exposure. In their code, students will assess survivability, recreate survival plots, and analyze the results from chi-square tests.

---

**Event Round-Up**

Link directly to featured events below or browse all events on our calendar.

- **Feb. 23-25** [QB@CC Mid-Cycle Network Meeting](#)
- **Mar. 3** MEFA Launch Event: Introduction to Macrosystems Ecology
- **Mar. 14** NEON Webinar: Using NEON soil and site properties to evaluate cross-scale freeze-thaw disturbance
- **Mar 15.** Anatomy Education Research Unconference (June 3) application deadline (first round)
- **Apr. 1** Session Proposal Deadline for NABT2023 in Baltimore
Save the DATES! BIOME 2023: Igniting IDEAS: Inclusive, Diverse, Equitable, and Accessible Communities Leading Change in STEM Classrooms

The 2023 BIOME Institute will create bridges connecting existing and newly created communities of practice and ignite new collaborations. The BioQUEST Community will share knowledge of the creation of learning environments where educators and learners don’t just survive, but thrive. BioQUEST has been leading STEM education reform for almost 40 years, and this year we will work to connect diverse communities of change-makers, STEM reformers, and all those interested in this mission to extend the excellent work already being done. Participants will gain a deeper understanding of the work that has been done by others and how they can accelerate a change in STEM education with IDEAS (Inclusivity, Diversity, Equitability, and Accessibility).

What to know:
Hybrid event meaning there will be a virtual AND an in-person component. Participants are encouraged to attend both, but can choose virtual only if preferred.

Virtual Week 1: July 10-14, 2023
In-Person Week 2: July 24-27, 2023 at the University of New Hampshire, in Durham, NH

Registration is opening soon, so stay tuned!
Featured Publications

We are so proud of the amazing scholarly work that is coming out of our community. Congratulations to the authors and thank you for your work.

Journal of Microbiology & Biology Education, February 2023

“Immune Literacy: a Call to Action for System-Level Change”


This perspective piece focuses on the important issue of immune literacy, providing information and guidance on how to demystify and increase access to immunological knowledge to a broader audience while also calling for system-level change to foster immune literacy in education communities.

If you have published a paper related to your work with BioQUEST and/or the QUBES platform, please let us know (send the link to Molly)!

Partner News and Opportunities

Instructors of General Education Life Science (IGELS) Survey

As a member of the BioQUEST community, we greatly value your perspectives, and we need your help!

Faculty who teach undergraduate life science courses to non-science majors play an incredibly important role in our society. These courses may be the only opportunity these students have to learn essential information and gain skills necessary for their future filled with environmental, health, scientific, and technological issues.

We greatly value faculty's perspectives, and if you teach undergraduate life science courses to non-science majors, we need your input! The IGELS (Improvement of General Education Life Science courses) project, through an NSF award (2126154), is investigating what impact the biology education report, Vision and Change (AAAS, 2009), has had on select life science/biology instructors. Even if you have NOT read the document, your input is valuable.

We have developed a brief survey, and your answers will help shape effective and relevant professional development opportunities for instructors of General Education Life Science (GELS) courses.
The survey is accessible here.

Join us at Focus Week to create your starter sustainability toolkit!

Gateway Focus Week is an intensive week-long workshop designed for innovative research teams to work together on producing a strong sustainability plan. You’ll leave Focus Week with a clearer definition of your project’s value, its audience, and its positioning in the competitive landscape along with tools you can use to continue as your project continues to mature. Take the time to step away from your desk and invest in your future!

The next session takes place May 22-26, 2023 at the San Diego Supercomputer Center, 10100 Hopkins Dr, La Jolla, CA 92093. Thanks to the generous support of NSF, we are able to offer this at no cost to attendees. Attendees will only need to cover their own travel, lodging, and meal costs. The Focus Week application is open with rolling acceptance! Space is limited – the last day to apply is April 24, 2023.

ASCN Blog Post: Open Education as a Lever for Social Justice and Equity - Exploring the Many On Ramps of Open STEM Education

Authors: Kaitlin Bonner (St. John Fisher University), Carlos Goller (North Carolina State University), and Melanie Lenahan (Raritan Valley Community College)

The Open Education Ecosystem can be thought of as a roundabout where educators and researchers enter into a high-impact landscape through many different on ramps, including Open Educational Resources (OER), Open Data, Open Science, Open Pedagogy, or any of the many aspects of Open Education Ecosystem. Here we describe these common on ramps, transitions, and intersections between different facets of the Open Education landscape and more importantly how Open Education can be leveraged to promote social justice and equity in STEM education. Read on here.

MEFA Launch Event: Introduction to Macrosystems Ecology

Are you interested in macrosystems ecology? Have you wondered what it’s all about? Do you want to learn about how to get involved in new collaborative macrosystems ecology research alongside your undergraduate students? If so, then this event is for you!

Join us as we launch a new NSF-funded Research Coordination Network, Macrosystems Ecology For All (MEFA)! At our 90-minute opening event, you will hear four
macrosystems ecologists share their projects and stories, engage in thinking about what it might take for you to shift towards or build your existing macrosystems research, and learn all about the MEFA RCN and upcoming events!

**Event Details**

- **What:** MEFA Launch Event: Introduction to Macrosystems Ecology
- **When:** Friday, March 3, 10:00-11:30a EST
- **Where:** Zoom Registration, by Feb. 27th.

The Macrosystems Ecology for All (MEFA) Research Coordination Network is a diverse and welcoming community for faculty in teaching-focused positions to gain the training necessary to become full participants in macrosystems science. The MEFA RCN enables collaborative, multi-institution projects that address macrosystems questions, use existing environmental datasets, and serve as vehicles for teaching undergraduate students macrosystems concepts and data science in a supportive environment focused on diversity, equity, inclusion and justice. To learn more about MEFA, visit their [website](#) and join the MEFA RCN [here](#).

---

**NSF INCLUDES Hub Podcast Series: Collaborative Strategies for Inclusive Change**

NSF INCLUDES have launched a new podcast series, hosted by Dr. Ivory Achebe Toldson. Each episode of *Collaborative Strategies for Inclusive Change* will highlight practical ideas for creating innovative collaborations to address inclusivity in STEM. Find all episodes [here](#).

---

**A New Vision for Change - apply now to the UBER GRC**

We are excited to announce the program for the 2023 Gordon Research Conference and Seminar for Undergraduate Biology Education Research is now online and applications are open. This year's theme is "A New Vision for Change: Re-imagining Biology Education Through Social Justice". We hope the 2023 UBER GRC will center people and communities, foster collaborations and systemic changes, and create new visions toward social justice by providing a forum to share emerging research and practices that promote inclusive, diversity, equity, access, and social justice in undergraduate biology education across disciplines and sectors. We invite applications from students, postdoctoral scholars, researchers, educators, administrators, policy makers, and publishers. Among the issues to be tackled are humanizing STEM, intersectionality in biology education research, dissecting new research that is helping our community understand how big data and data analytics are creating research opportunities and new paradigms, and highlighting some of the transformative programs that are successfully catalyzing widespread improvement in our educational systems. The Gordon Research Seminar (GRS) is a pre-GRC workshop for early
career researchers. Both conferences invite poster submissions to highlight key work in the field. We are now reviewing applications on a monthly basis, with priority given to early applicants. Travel and registration support to successful applicants who request funding assistance will be announced in Spring. If you are early career, please apply to the GRS as there are dedicated funds just to support GRS participants.

We welcome your application for these events:
